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FlexCard Designer

The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes
it easy to build user interface (UI) Lightning web components without code. Build interfaces rich in
information and with actions relevant to your customer's context. You can also create the look and
feel of your FlexCard by styling individual elements from graphic user interfaces (GUIs) built into the
designer.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Header (1), Canvas (2), Build panel (3), Properties panel (4), Style panel (5), Setup panel (6), Preview
(7), In-Product Help (8), Publish Options (9)

FlexCard Designer Highlights
With the FlexCard Designer, you can:

• Build your FlexCard on a wide and adjustable Canvas.
• Drag customizable elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas.
• Adjust the width of any element along a 12-column horizontal grid.
• Use the Action element to launch an OmniScript or Flyout, and trigger Custom or Pubsub Events, and

more.
• From the Style panel, customize the look and feel of your FlexCard. Style elements using a GUI to

choose the colors of texts, borders, and backgrounds, change the size of fonts and entire elements,
and make elements responsive.

• Create a new FlexCard and configure your data source with a step-through wizard.
• Use In-Product Help to learn about a property or an element without leaving the Designer.
• Configure FlexCard-wide settings from the Setup panel, such as required permissions, event listen-

ers, session variables, and more.
• Configure metadata values for your generated LWC and update its component SVG icon with the

Publish Options feature.
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• Download on and off-platform FlexCard LWCs.
• Debug your FlexCard by viewing its data JSON and the response and request logs for its actions and

events.
• Run FlexCards outside of Salesforce with OmniOut for FlexCards.

What's Next
Explore the FlexCard Designer. See Get to Know the FlexCard Designer [4].

Get to Know the FlexCard Designer
Get to know how the different parts of the FlexCard Designer work to build rich interfaces relevant
to your customer's context. The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and
WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI) Lightning web components without
code.

See FlexCard Designer [3].

Header (1), Canvas (2), Build panel (3), Properties panel (4), Style panel (5), Setup panel (6), Preview
(7), In-Product Help (8), Publish Options (9)

Header (1)

In the Header, view basic metadata about your FlexCard such as Author, Namespace (beginning Spring
'22), Current Version, and Status.
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Perform actions related to your FlexCard, such as Preview, Clone, Activate, Export, Add Custom CSS,
create a New Version, and access a list of resources from a Help link. When the FlexCard is active,
Deactivate, and configure Publish Options. Also, download a version of the FlexCard to use on-platform
(within in Salesforce) and off-platform (outside of Salesforce).

Publish Options (9) enables you to configure your generated FlexCard LWC's metadata values, such
as where the component can be published, API version, description, and more. Also add your own
custom component SVG icon to identify your generated LWC in the Experience Builder for Communities
and Lightning App Builder for Lightning pages. See Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard.
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Canvas (2)

Build your card by dragging elements from the Build panel into a state on the Canvas. Rearrange,
clone, delete, and adjust the widths of your elements as needed.

Test the responsiveness of your FlexCard with the Viewport Dropdown. See how elements are posi-
tioned at different viewport breakpoints. See View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints.
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Build Panel (3)
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Drag elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas to build the layout of your FlexCard. Drag all
available fields from a configured data source from the Fields list into a State. You can also add states
to your FlexCard, and embed Custom LWCs and reusable child FlexCards. See Add Elements to a
FlexCard [16].
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Properties Panel (4)
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Configure element properties from the Properties panel when an element is selected on the Canvas.
For example, when a Field element is selected, you can update the Label, choose the data field value
to display, select the type of field it is, and more.
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Style Panel (5)
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Style your FlexCard elements from the Style panel using a GUI that updates the look of elements in
real-time. Configure backgrounds, sizes, borders, padding, margins, height, fonts, and responsiveness.
See Style FlexCard Elements.

For custom design needs, create and apply custom CSS. Create CSS classes with an in-product code
editor with Intellisense features such as code completion, contextual prompts, and a color picker. Apply
custom classes created from the editor or from any style sheet accessible to the FlexCard, or apply
inline CSS styles. See FlexCard Elements Custom CSS.

Save style settings on an element to use on multiple elements on the FlexCard. See Create a Custom
Style for a FlexCard Element.

Add conditional styles based on the value of a data field. See Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard
Element [24].
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Setup Panel (6)
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Configure global options from the Setup panel. See Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Update your data source. Apply custom permissions to limit access to your FlexCard. Track Custom
Data on elements with tracking enabled.

Enable Multi-Language and OmniScript Support, set Session Variables, create Event Listeners, and
configure Repeat Options.

Preview (7)

(A) Preview your FlexCard in real-time to test its design and functionality. See FlexCard Designer
Preview.

(B) Preview how a FlexCard appears on different devices, such as mobile, desktop, and tablet with
the Viewport Dropdown. See View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints.

(C) Add Test Parameters to preview your FlexCard with different parameters, such as record Ids, and
pagination limits. See FlexCards Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties.

(D) Debug your FlexCard. View your FlexCard's data JSON with the Data JSON panel. Debug action
and event requests and responses with the Action Debugger. See FlexCard Designer Data JSON.
See FlexCard Designer Action Debugger.
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In-Product Help (8)

Find context-sensitive help specific to an element or property using the FlexCard Designer's in-product
help feature.

(A) Access in-line information about specific properties by hovering over tooltip icons.

(B) View detailed documentation about an element's or feature's purpose and functionality with slide-out
help trays.

What's Next
Get started building FlexCards with the FlexCard Designer. See Get Started with FlexCards. Then,
Create a FlexCard.
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Add Elements to a FlexCard

Add data fields, states, actions, and other elements to your FlexCard. Style an element and configure
its properties in the FlexCard Designer.

Beginning Winter '22, add Input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a
list of options you provide. Configure an action to update the data source with the user selected data.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 , the FlexCard Designer enables you to
preview while you build dynamic context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions using a drag
interface with WYSIWYG editing. The FlexCard Designer is LWC only and does not support Angular.
See FlexCard Designer [3].

Before You Begin

1. Create a FlexCard, and configure basic settings and a data source. See Create a FlexCard.
2. Configure Setup options as needed. See FlexCard Setup Reference.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.
2. (Optional) To adjust the width of the canvas while building your FlexCard, select a size from the

canvas size dropdown. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness [25].

3. To add an element to a state from the Build panel, perform one of these tasks:
• To add an element from a search:

a. In the search field, enter the name of an element, such as Action. You can also search for a
specific Field element generated from your data source and available in the Fields section of
the Build panel. For example, if your data source returns data field named Email, search for
the Email Field element.

b. Drag the element from search results into a state on the canvas.
• To add an element from the lists of available elements:

• To add data fields, perform one of these tasks:
• Click Fields, to view a list of data fields available from the data source, and drag one or

more fields into a state on the canvas.
• From the Elements list, drag the Field element into a state on the canvas.

• To add a display component such as an Action, drag the element from the Elements list into a
state on the canvas. See FlexCards Display Elements Reference.

• Beginning Winter '22, to add an input component such as a Typeahead, drag the element from
the Inputs list into a state on the canvas. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference [19].
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NOTE
When you drag an element next to another element, it takes up the remaining
width of the container. For example, if you drag an Icon element next to a Field
element whose width is 10 parts of the 12-column grid, the Icon element takes up
the remaining 2 columns. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness [25].

4. To configure the element, click the element to update its properties from the Properties panel.

TIP
To easily distinguish between elements, update the Element Name. When you
hover over or click an element on the canvas, the element name is viewable in a
blue tab with white text.

Beginning with the Summer '21 release, hover over the element to see its name.

5. (Optional) To adjust the width of the element, hover over the square box on the right border until
your mouse pointer icon becomes a drag icon. Click and slide the square box right or left to
increase or decrease the width.
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NOTE
To make the width of the element responsive to the viewport, see Create Respon-
sive Elements on a FlexCard.

6. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard
Elements.

7. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a
FlexCard Element.

8. (Optional) To add another state, drag the State element from the Elements list in the Build panel
onto the canvas, and follow steps 4 through 7. See Add a State to a FlexCard.

NOTE
Each FlexCard has a default state that can’t be deleted.

9. To rearrange, duplicate, or delete elements, see Arrange, Duplicate, and Remove Elements on a
FlexCard.

What's Next
Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

See Also
• Activate a FlexCard
• Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer
• Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard
• Add a FlexCard to an Experience Builder Site
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FlexCards Input Elements Reference

Add input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you
provide. When a user enters, selects or updates a value, the change is reflected in the data JSON.
You can configure an element to execute an action when a user selects an option or enters data. Input
elements are available in the Inputs section of the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

With the Custom Attributes feature, configure additional properties available to the specific input
element but not available as a GUI in the Properties panel. See the associated readme for each
element in the Reference column in the table on this page.

To add display elements to your FlexCard, such as data fields, charts, and data tables, see FlexCards
Display Elements Reference.

NOTE
Beginning Winter '22, the Toggle element is available under the Inputs section of the
Build panel. Before Winter '22, the Toggle element is available under the Elements
section of the Build panel.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Input El-
ement

Description Reference

Check-
box

Displays a checkbox. Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component Re-
adMeCheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

Currency Displays an input field in which a user
can enter a currency amount based on
the locale and currency type you spec-
ify.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component ReadMeInput Lightning
Web Component ReadMe when type = currency.

Date Displays an input element that enables
the user to select a date from a cal-
endar widget. The Date input element
supports custom labels.

Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: DatePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMeDatePicker
Lightning Web Component ReadMe

Date/
Time

Displays an input element that enables
the user to select a date from a cal-
endar widget and a time from a drop-
down list. The Date/Time input element
supports custom labels.

Add a Date/Time Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMeDate-
TimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe

Email Displays an input element that enables
a user to enter an email address.

Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component ReadMeInput Lightning
Web Component ReadMe when type = email.
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Input El-
ement

Description Reference

Multi-Se-
lect

Displays multiple options from which
the user can select one or more. You
can display your options as checkbox-
es, buttons, images, or as a combo-
box.

Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: When type is checkbox or button, see CheckboxGroup
Lightning Web Component ReadMe. When type is image, see Check-
boxImageGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe. When type is
combobox, see Combobox Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

Base LWC: When type is checkbox or button, see CheckboxGroup
Lightning Web Component ReadMe. When type is image, see Check-
boxImageGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe. When type is
combobox, see Combobox Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

Number Displays an input field in which a user
can enter a number.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component ReadMeInput Lightning
Web Component ReadMe when type = number.

Radio Displays one or more options from
which a user can select just one. You
can display each option as a standard
radio input field, a button, an image, or
a color block.

Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: When type is radio or button, see RadioGroup Light-
ning Web Component ReadMe. When type is image, see RadioIma-
geGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe. When type is color, see
RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

Base LWC: When type is radio or button, see RadioGroup Light-
ning Web Component ReadMe. When type is image, see RadioIma-
geGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe. When type is color, see
RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

Range Displays an input element from which
a user can select a value from a range
on a slider.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component ReadMeInput Lightning
Web Component ReadMe when type = range.

Select Displays an input element from which
the user can select an option from a
list of options provided.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Combobox Lightning Web Component ReadMeCombobox
Lightning Web Component ReadMe when multiple = false.

Tele-
phone

Displays an input element that enables
a user to enter a phone number.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component ReadMeInput Lightning
Web Component ReadMe when type = tel.

Text Displays an input element that enables
a user to enter a line of text.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component ReadMeInput Lightning
Web Component ReadMe when type = text.

Text Area Displays an input element that enables
a user to enter multiple lines of text.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Textarea Lightning Web Component ReadMeTextarea
Lightning Web Component ReadMe

Time Displays an input element that enables
a user to select a time from a list of
intervals.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: TimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMeTimePicker
Lightning Web Component ReadMe

Toggle Displays an input element that enables
a user to pick between two states, en-
able or disable an option, or select
multiple options.

Trigger Actions with the Toggle Element on a FlexCard Trigger Actions
with the Toggle Element on a FlexCard

Typea-
head

Displays a search field that enables a
user to view hints or a list of possible
options based on the text the user en-
ters.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Base LWC: Typeahead Lightning Web Component ReadMeTypeahead
Lightning Web Component ReadMe
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Download FlexCard Sample DataPacks

Download sample FlexCard DataPacks with configured FlexCard elements and settings to import into
your org. For example, download a FlexCard DataPack that displays how to pass data from a parent
FlexCard to a child FlexCard.

NOTE
DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio
for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects. However, if you import Data-
Packs with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package,
the objects are converted into OmniStudio objects. See Differences Between OmniStu-
dio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Feature Description Reference

Custom Event Ac-
tion

A FlexCard with an Event Listener that listens for a Custom Event
from its embedded child FlexCard. The child FlexCard's Custom
Event action updates a data field value on the parent when clicked.

Download a Sample Custom
Event DataPack

Datatable A FlexCard that displays a grouped, searchable, and sortable Datata-
ble element.

Download a Sample Datatable
DataPack

Event Listener Add an event listener that listens for an event and executes an action
in response.

Download a Sample Event Lis-
tener DataPack

Pass Data from
an LWC Omni-
Script to an Em-
bedded FlexCard

An LWC OmniScript that passes data to embedded FlexCards in
three ways: by passing an object node with a data set; by passing the
recordId; and by passing a Parent object.

Download a Sample DataPack
that Passes Data from an LWC
OmniScript to a FlexCard [21]

Pass Data to a
Child FlexCard

Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside the state of a parent
FlexCard and pass data from the parent to the child.

Download a Sample Child
FlexCard DataPack

Pubsub Event Ac-
tion

A FlexCard with three action elements that trigger events that update
data field values.

Download a Sample Pubsub
Event DataPack

Toggle Element A FlexCard displaying all Toggle element types, with Update Data
Source enabled on two elements and a Set Values Card Action con-
figured on one element.

Download a Sample Toggle
DataPack

Update Omni-
Script Action

Prefill an OmniScript when a user clicks an Update OmniScript action
from a FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript. Includes the FlexCard
and the OmniScript.

Download a Sample Update
OmniScript Action DataPack

See Also
• Data Migration with Vlocity OmniStudio DataPacks

Download a Sample DataPack that Passes Data from an LWC
OmniScript to a FlexCard
Download a sample DataPack that demonstrates how to pass data from an LWC OmniScript to a
FlexCard. Import the DataPack to your org. See Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded
FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to pass a recordId, a Parent object, and a set of records from
the LWC OmniScript to the embedded FlexCards. After configuring and activating FlexCards and the
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OmniScript, view the OmniScript to see how four different FlexCards (embedded as Custom LWCs)
pass data to the OmniScript.

What's Included

• A demoPassDataParentAttributeFC FlexCard displays Account data, whose SOQL Query data
source uses the {Parent.Id} merge field to determine the contextId.

• A demoPassDataRecordIdFC FlexCard displays Account data, whose SOQL Query data source
uses the {recordId} merge field to determine the contextId.

• A demoPassDataRecordIdDRFC FlexCard displays Account Case data, whose DataRaptor data
source uses the {recordId} merge field to determine the contextId.

• A demoPassDataParentDataRecordsFC FlexCard displays a list of accounts as a data table. The
data source is a basic SOQL Query.

• A demoPassDataLWCOStoFC LWC OmniScript with the following features:
• A Set Values Action with three element values: one that defines a ContextId; one that defines a

Parent object; and one that displays a list of records.
• A Step with 4 Custom LWC elements that display 4 FlexCards.

• A getCases DataRaptor gets a list of Account Cases.

Download and Import the DataPack

1. Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoPassDataLWCOStoFC.zip.

NOTE
Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction
Platform) for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication, Media
and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniS-
tudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniS-
tudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoPassDataLWCOStoFC-OmniStudio.json.

NOTE
Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package
installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction
Platform) objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are conver-
ted into OmniStudio objects.

2. Import the DataPack. See Import a FlexCard.

IMPORTANT
Do not activate yet.

3. Open the demoPassDataParentAttributeFC FlexCard, click Setup, and update the Parent.Id
under Test Parameters with the Id of an Account record in your org.

4. Open the demoPassDataRecordIdDRFC and demoPassDataRecordIdFC FlexCards, click Set-
up, and update the recordId under Test Parameters with the Id of an Account record in your
org.
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5. Open the demoPassDataLWCOStoFC OmniScript, click SetValues1, click Properties, and click
Edit Properties as JSON. Replace the values of ContextId and parentObj:Id with an Ids of
Account records in your org.

6. Activate all four FlexCards.
7. To Preview the FlexCards in the LWC OmniScript, activate the LWC OmniScript, and click Preview.

See Also

• Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard
• FlexCards Action Properties
• Download FlexCard Sample DataPacks [21]
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Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard Element

Conditionally apply styles to a FlexCard element. Change style features such as text color, background
image, and responsiveness when a condition based on the value of a data field is met. For example,
add a red border around a billing FlexCard when the bill status is past due.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. Select the element on a state in your FlexCard, and click + Add Conditional Style from the Style
panel.

2. In Conditional Style Name, enter a unique name for the visible label for your conditional style. The
name must be different than any other conditional style name on the same element.

3. To add a condition based on the value of a data field, click + Add Condition. See Add Conditions
to a FlexCard Element on how to configure conditions.

4. Click Save.
5. Your new condition appears below the Default.

When you add a conditional style, a Default section is added to the top of the Style panel. When
your conditions aren’t met, the default styles apply.

6. (Optional) To determine what conditions are applied, hover over the tooltip "i" icon next to the
conditional style name.

7. (Optional) To edit a conditional style, click its pencil ( ) icon.
8. (Optional) To switch between how your element looks when the conditions are applied and not

applied, select the conditional style's toggle button ( ).
9. (Optional) To delete a conditional style, click its trash ( ) icon.

What's Next
Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

See Also
• Style FlexCard Elements
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FlexCards Element Responsiveness

In the FlexCard Designer, enable responsiveness on one or more elements to set the width to change
as the visible area of a page, called the viewport, changes. By default, the width of an element is the
same regardless of the width of the viewport device on which the user views the FlexCard. The width
of an element is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that is 6 columns wide
takes up 50% of the available horizontal space. See Adjust the Width of an Element on a FlexCard.

When the Responsive feature is enabled in the Style panel of a FlexCard, the responsive sizing of
elements is mobile-first. Sizing starts at the smallest viewport breakpoint and is continuously applied
upwards until the next wider breakpoint overrides it. When responsiveness is enabled, the default width
becomes the width of the smallest viewport breakpoint.

TIP
Build with a mobile-first approach if most or all of your elements are responsive. Build
your FlexCard at the smallest canvas size by selecting Mobile L/S from the Viewport
Dropdown. After setting widths for all breakpoints for each element from the Style pan-
el, view your layout at different viewports by toggling through the Viewport Dropdown.
See View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints

Example 1. Example Responsive Subject and CaseId Field Elements
A user wants the Subject field and a CaseId Field element next to each other on the Medium and
Large viewports, but stacked on Small and Smaller viewports:

• Set the Subject field to 12 for Smaller and Small, and 10 for Medium and Large.
• Set the CaseId field to 12 for Smaller and Small, and 2 for Medium and Large.
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Responsiveness settings for 'Subject' Field element
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Responsiveness settings for 'CaseId' Field element

Preview: Viewport 'Large'
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Preview: Viewport 'Small'

Available Breakpoints
Viewport Breakpoint Device

Large (>=1024px) Laptop and desktop

Medium (>=768px) Large tablet

Small (>= 480px) Small or medium tablet, and large mobile device

Smaller (< 480px) Small or medium mobile device

See Also
• Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard
• Adjust the Height of an Element on a FlexCard
• Style FlexCard Elements
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Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Manually grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning
a new org or new installation, the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site
Setting page in your org does not include the URLs required. The required URLs are your org's light-
ning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard
Designer.

See Remote Site Settings.

1. In your org, open any FlexCard to view the FlexCard Designer, and click the Preview link in the
submenu.

2. Right-click in the white space that contains your FlexCard content to view the menu options in
a popup. Select View Frame Source to open the iframe in a new browser tab, and copy your
visualforce.com domain from the address bar. For example, https://whitmanco--vloci-
ty-ins.visualforce.com.

3. In your org, go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings.
4. Confirm that your org domains are not listed in the Remote Site URL column.
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5. Click New Remote Site.
6. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the visualforce.com domain. For example, enter

LWC_VF.
7. Enter your copied visualforce.com URL in Remote Site URL. For example, enter https://whit-

manco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.
8. Confirm that the Active checkbox is enabled.
9. Click Save.
10. Repeat steps 3 and 5.
11. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the lightning.force.com domain. For example, enter

LWC_LF.
12. Enter the lightning.force.com URL visible in the address browser bar on all pages in your org. For

example, enter https://whitmanco.lightning.force.com.
13. Repeat steps 8 and 9.

See Also
• Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard
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FlexCards Troubleshooting Considerations

When working within the FlexCard Designer, you may run into issues that require some troubleshooting
to resolve. Before contacting support, consider these troubleshooting articles.

• Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard
Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new
org or new installation, the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings
page in your org does not include the URLs required.

• Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record Page to Access the FlexCard Designer
When you click on a FlexCard in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and see a record detail
page instead of the FlexCard Designer, you must update the Lightning record page of the Omni UI
CardVlocity Card object to Vlocity Card Designer.

• Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding FlexCard Components
When you embed components, such as flyouts, Custom LWCs, and Child Cards, check that compo-
nents are not called multiple times.
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Sequential Actions on an Event Listener Support Data
and Update Datasource Actions

In the previous release, the Data and Update Datasource actions must be placed at the end of a
sequence in an event listener. Now you can place Data and Update Datasource actions anywhere in a
sequence in an event listener.

Where: Available in Spring '22 and later releases.

How: Select an actionable element on a FlexCard. In the Properties panel, configure the default action.
For each subsequent action, click + Add New and configure the action.

What's Next
Trigger Sequential Actions from an Event Listener on a FlexCard
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OmniStudio Naming Conventions

When creating an OmniStudio component, such as a DataRaptor, FlexCard, Integration Procedure, or
an OmniScript, follow the naming conventions on this page.

Product sObject Unique Name

Integration
Procedures

OmniPro-
cess

Type_SubType: The Type and SubType are joined by an underscore to create a unique identifier
used to call the Integration Procedure. The Name Type and SubType can contain letters, num-
bers, and special characters, but no spaces.

For example, Type=Auto and SubType=CreateUpdateQuote create a unique identifier Au-
to_CreateUpdateQuote.

DataRap-
tors

OmniData-
Transform

Interface Name: The DataRaptor Interface Name must be unique. The Interface Name can
contain letters and numbers, dashes, and underscores, but no spaces.

Omni-
Scripts

OmniPro-
cess

TypeSubtypeLanguage: Type, SubType, and Language combine to create a unique identifier
that becomes the name of a compiled OmniScript's Lightning web component. The Type and
SubType can contain letters and numbers, but no spaces or underscores and cannot exceed
104 characters.

For example, an OmniScript where Type=account, SubType=Create, and Language=Eng-
lish generates an LWC named accountCreateEnglish.

FlexCards OmniUi-
Card

Name + Author: The combination of the card Name and Author must be unique in your Org.
Name and Author can only contain letters, numbers, and underscores, begin with a letter, not
include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain two consecutive underscores.

See FlexCard Naming Conventions.

OmniStudio Metadata API Support
If you enable OmniStudio Metadata API support through Setup under OmniStudio Settings, OmniStudio
component names can only include letters and numbers and cannot contain spaces or special charac-
ters such as underscores.

After you enable Metadata API support, you won't be able to create a component whose unique name
contains special characters.

See Enable OmniStudio Metadata API Support.
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